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Abstract
Mitchell dened and axiomatized a subtyping relationship (also known
as containment, coercibility, or subsumption) over the types of System F
(with \!" and \8"). This subtyping relationship is quite simple and does
not involve bounded quantication. Tiuryn and Urzyczyn quite recently
proved this subtyping relationship to be undecidable. This paper sup-
plies a new undecidability proof for this subtyping relationship. First, a
new syntax-directed axiomatization of the subtyping relationship is de-
ned. Then, this axiomatization is used to prove a reduction from the
undecidable problem of semi-unication to subtyping. The undecidabil-
ity of subtyping implies the undecidability of type checking for System F
extended with Mitchell's subtyping, also known as \F plus eta".
1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Mitchell originally dened his subtyping relationship, which he called contain-
ment, to account for a particular meaning of the type constructor \!" in his
semantics for System F. Mitchell devised a notion of a type inference model for
System F where the meaning of a typing statement \M : " is that the meaning
of M belongs to a set of -term meanings associated with the meaning of  .
This is written as [[M]] 2 D[] .
This work is partly supported by NSF grants CCR{9113196 and CCR{9417382.
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In the general case of a type inference model for System F, it is not true
that:
([[M]] D[] )  D[] ) [[M]] 2 D[!](1)
The reverse implication is true:
[[M]] 2 D[!] ) ([[M]] D[] )  D[[]]
This corresponds to the fact that extensionally equal -terms can not be given
the same types in System F. For example, the -term (x:Mx) where x is fresh
can be assigned more types than M .
It is quite natural to consider requiring type inference models to satisfy (1).
The stronger semantic restriction on \!" leads to there being fewer models.
Fewer models result in more sound typings that are satised by all models.
Thus, adding the restriction allows more -terms to be typed.
Mitchell describes two ways to make the type system at the syntactic level
reect the addition of the requirement (1) at the semantic level. The rst way
is to add the eta type inference rule to System F:
()
A ` x:Mx : ! 
A `M : ! 
x 62 FV(M )
This can be seen as requiring extensionally equal -terms to be given the same
types. The second way is to add the containment rule (more often called sub-
sumption by others):
(cont)
A `M : 
A ` M : 
  
where    stands for D[[]  D[[] (thus explaining the name \containment").
Mitchell provides an axiomatization (see Section 2.3) that syntactically captures
this semantic notion. This axiomatization is what is commonly thought of as
Mitchell's subtyping relationship.
Until quite recently, it has been an open problem whether the subtyping
relationship is even decidable. Longo, Milsted, and Soloviev recently devised a
new axiomatization of the subtyping relationship (see Section 2.3) which does
not contain the (trans) rule:
(trans)
  ;   
  
Of course, the relationship is still transitive without this rule. Using this new
axiomatization, Tiuryn and Urzyczyn recently proved the undecidability of the
subtyping relationship by a reduction from the halting problem for 2-counter
automata [TU95]. As well as the undecidability of subtyping, Tiuryn and Urzy-
czyn's result implies the undecidability of type checking for System F extended
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with subtyping (also known as \F plus eta"). Type checking is the problem
where given a set of type assumptions A, a -term M , and a type  , one asks
whether A ` M :  can be derived. There is a trivial reduction from subtyp-
ing to type checking where the subtyping question \  " becomes the type
checking question \fx : g ` x : ".
1.2 Contribution of This Paper
This paper contributes two new results:
1. A new, syntax-directed axiomatization of Mitchell's subtyping relation-
ship is dened and proven equivalent to the other axiomatizations. The
axiomatization of Longo, Milsted, and Soloviev is used as an intermediate
step.
This new rule system is syntax-directed in the sense that the syntax of 
uniquely determines the nal rule used in proving that  is a subtype of  .
The syntax-directed nature of the rules provides the important ability to
decompose subtypings. A key result of this paper is that the subtyping:
8~:(L! R)  8~:(L! R)
can be decomposed into two subtypings:
L  8~:(L[~ := ~ ])
8~:(R[~ := ~ ])  R
2. The undecidable problem of semi-unication is reduced to the problem
of deciding Mitchell's subtyping relationship. This supplies an alternate
proof of the undecidability of subtyping. It also is a good example of how
the syntax-directed axiomatization of subtyping makes it easy to prove
properties of subtyping.
This undecidability result is also interesting because of the way it proves
that type checking for System F extended with subtyping (\F plus eta")
is undecidable. Type checking for System F without subtyping was also
proven undecidable by a reduction from semi-unication [Wel94]. Thus,
the type checking problem is undecidable for both versions of System F
for the same reason.
1.3 Future Work
It has also been an open problem whether typability in System F extended with
Mitchell's subtyping is decidable. Using the new syntax-directed axiomatiza-
tion of subtyping, I have recently discovered a proof of the undecidability of
typability in System F extended with subtyping. The overall structure of the
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proof is similar to way typability was proven undecidable for System F without
subtyping [Wel94], but the lower-level details are quite dierent. The paper will
be available soon.
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2 Denitions and Foundation
This section introduces basic denitions, notation, and background results by
other researchers that are used in this paper.
2.1 General Notation
In general, for any entity X mentioned in this paper, the notation ~Xn denotes
the sequence X1X2   Xn. The notation ~X denotes ~Xn for some natural number
n that is either unspecied or clear from the context. ~X may also be used to
stand for either the set fX1; X2; : : : ; Xng or the comma-separated sequence
X1; X2; : : : ; Xn, depending on the context.
2.2 Types
The set of types T is built from the countably innite set of type variables V
using the \!" and \8" type constructors as specied by the grammar
T::=Vj (T!T) j (8V:T)
Small Greek letters from the beginning of the alphabet (e.g. , , , ) are
metavariables over Vand small Greek letters towards the end of the alphabet
(e.g.  and  ) are metavariables over T. When writing types, the arrows asso-
ciate to the right so that ! !  stands for the type ! (! ). The scope
of \8:" extends as far to the right as possible. The notation 8~: stands for
81:    :8k:, which in turn stands for 81:(   (8k:)    ). The symbol ? is
shorthand for 8:.
The notation [1 := 1; : : : ; n := n] denotes the result of simultaneously
substituting i for all free occurrences of i in , renaming 8-bound variables in
 as necessary to avoid capturing free variables of i. This may be abbreviated
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as [~ := ~ ]. For a substitution S = [~ := ~], the notation S( ) is short for
 [~ := ~], the notation RAN(S) stands for ~, and the notation DOM(S) stands
for ~. A renaming of free type variables is a substitution [~ := ~] whose range
contains only type variables.
The expressions FTV( ) and BTV( ) denote the free and 8-bound type




We have several conventions about how quantiers in types are treated.
1. Reordering of adjacent quantiers and -conversion of types is allowed at
any time. For example, we consider the types 8:8:! , 8:8: ! ,
and 8:8:!  to all be equal.
2. Using -conversion we assume that no variable is 8-bound more than once
in any type, that the 8-bound type variables of any two type instances are
disjoint, and that all 8-bound type variables of any type instance are
disjoint from the free type variables of another type instance.
3. If  = 8: and  =2 FTV( ), then \8" is a redundant quantier. We
do not allow redundant quantiers to aect the meaning of a type. For
example, we consider the types 8:8: and 8: to be equal.
We may view a type as a tree where each \!" corresponds to an internal
node, quantiers are node labels, and other type variable occurrences are leaf
nodes. We may refer to particular nodes in the tree by paths from the root
where \R" denotes following a right branch and \L" a left branch. Let capital
Greek letters (e.g. , ,  ) range over these paths. For example, the type 
occurs at position LR in the type (! )! .
The notion of whether a type's position within another type is positive or
negative is dened as follows. A type considered as a part of itself occurs
positively. If  occurs positively (respectively negatively) in  , then it occurs
positively (resp. negatively) in both  !  and 8: and negatively (resp.
positively) in  ! . Equivalently, a position is positive if and only if the path




Mitchell's axiomatization of the subtyping relationship [Mit88] is given by the
following rules.
(sub) 8~:  8~:([~ := ~ ]) ~ 62 FTV(8~:)
(distr) 8~:(!  )  (8~:)! (8~: )
(!)
2  1; 1  2
1! 1  2 ! 2
(trans)





Longo, Milsted, and Soloviev give another axiomatization of the subtyping
relationship called System F`co [LMS95]. (This name is used because when the
inference rules of the system are labelled with proof terms, it becomes a fragment
of System F.) It goes as follows.
(ax)  `co 
(!)
2 `co 1; 1 `co 2
1 ! 1 `co 2 ! 2
(8-left)
[ := ] `co 
8: `co 
(8n-right)
 `co 1 !   ! n! 
 `co 1 !   ! n! (8: )
 62 FTV(f; ~g)
Theorem 11 in [LMS95] states that    if and only if  `co  . Hence, the
two systems may be used interchangeably. A type  is a subtype of type  if
and only if there is a derivation in Mitchell's system that    and there is a
derivation in System F`co that  `co  .
Denition 2.1 (Sub) The subtyping problem: Given an arbitrary pair of
types  and  , is it the case that   ?
2.4 Bicoercibility
If  is a subtype of  and  is also a subtype of , then  and  are bicoercible,
which we write as    . Tiuryn has proven that the following axiomatization
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captures precisely the notion of bicoercibility [Tiu95].
(A1)   
(A2) 8:8:  8:8:
(A3) 8:  [ :=?] all occurrences of  in  are positive
(A4) 8:(!  )  !8:  62 FTV() and  occurs negatively in 
(arrow)
  0;    0










Lemma 2.2 If    , then the following properties hold.
1.  and  have the same tree skeleton.
2. If  is a leaf in  and  , then there is a quantier for  in  if and only
if there is one in  . If there is no quantier, then the free variable at 
in  is the same as the free variable at  in  . If there is a quantier for
, then either it occurs at a positive position in both  and  or it occurs
at a negative position in both.
3. If  and  are leaves in  and  ,  is a positive position,  is a negative
position, and both  and  are quantied by the same quantier in ,
then both  and  are quantied by the same quantier in  and for any
other leaf   it is the case that   has the same quantier as  in  if and
only if this is also the case in  .
Proof: By inspection of the rules that axiomatize bicoercibility. 
Lemma 2.3 If (L! R)  (L ! R) then L  L and R  R.
Proof: This is Lemma 6 in [Tiu95]. 
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2.5 Semi-Unication
For convenience, we dene semi-unication using a rst-order signature contain-
ing the single inx binary function symbol \!" and for the case where there
are only two pairs of terms. (The general denition of semi-unication is re-
ducible to this special case [Pud88, KTU93] and the proof that semi-unication
is undecidable is actually for this special case [KTU93].) The set of algebraic
terms T is dened by the grammar T ::=Vj (T !T ). This denition is chosen
because it allows mapping terms onto types. In fact, T  T.
An instance   of semi-unication is set of two pairs
  = f 1 _1; 2 _2 g
where 1; 2; 1; 2 2 T . (The use of the symbol \" is an established conven-
tion. The dot is added in \ _" to make it clear that unication is involved.)
An open substitution is a function S : V! T that diers from the identity on
only nitely many variables and which extends naturally to a homomorphism
S : T ! T so that S( !  ) = S() ! S( ). An open substitution S is a
solution for an instance   of semi-unication if and only if there also exist open
substitutions S1; S2 such that S1(S(1)) = S(1) and S2(S(2)) = S(2).
Denition 2.4 (SUP) The semi-unication problem: Given an arbitrary in-
stance   of semi-unication, does   have a solution?
3 Alternate Inference Rules for Subtyping
This section introduces an alternate set of inference rules for Mitchell's subtyp-
ing relationship which have some useful properties which will be used in the
next section.
Consider the following new rule system, which we call the syntax-directed
subtyping rules.
(var)   
(?) ?  
(f!) L  8
~:(L[~ := ~ ]); 8~:(R[~ := ~ ])  R
8~:(L! R)  8~:(L! R)
where ~ 62 FTV(L! R) and ~ 62 FTV(8~:(L! R))
This system is syntax-directed because if    can be derived, then the last
rule used in the derivation is uniquely determined by the syntax of . The
syntax-directed nature of this rule system gives us the following nice property.
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Lemma 3.1 If    and  = 8~:(L ! R) for some types L and R and
some type variables ~, then  = 8~:(L ! R) for some types L and R and
some type variables ~ 62 FTV() and there exist some types ~ and some type
variables ~ 62 FTV(L! R) such that:
L  8~:(L[~ := ~ ]) and 8~:(R[~ := ~ ])  R
Proof: If    then there is a derivation of this fact using only the rules (var),
(?), and (f!). If  contains an \!", then the last rule used must have been
(f!). The claim of the lemma is simply the implications of this fact. 
This new rule system is another axiomatization of Mitchell's subtyping re-
lationship.
Theorem 3.2 For all types  and  , it holds that    if and only if    .
Proof: The two directions of the equivalence are proven separately.
1. To prove that    implies    , we show that every rule for \" is an
admissible rule using \". We prove each rule separately.
(a) (var) This rule is a special case of (sub).
(b) (?) This rule is a special case of (sub).
(c) (f!) It is given that:
L  8~:(L[~ := ~ ])
8~:(R[~ := ~ ])  R
~ 62 FTV(L! R)
~ 62 FTV(8~:(L! R))
and it is desired to show that:
8~:(L! R)  8~:(L! R)
By (!) it is the case that:
(8~:(L[~ := ~ ]))! (8~:(R[~ := ~ ]))  L! R
By (distr) it is true that:
8~:((L[~:=~ ])!(R[~:=~ ]))  (8~:(L[~:=~ ]))!(8~:(R[~:=~ ]))
which is the same as:
8~:((L! R)[~ := ~ ])  (8~:(L[~ := ~ ]))! (8~:(R[~ := ~ ]))
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By (sub) and the restriction on ~:
8~:(L! R)  8~:((L! R)[~ := ~ ])
By three uses of (trans):
8~:(L! R)  L! R
By (congruence) it is the case that:
8~:8~:(L! R)  8~:(L! R)
By (sub) and the restriction on ~:
8~:(L! R)  8~:8~:(L! R)
Then (trans) gives the desired result:
8~:(L! R)  8~:(L! R)
2. To prove that    implies    , we show that every rule for system `co
is an admissible rule in system . We prove each rule separately. Remem-
ber while reading this that we do not allow the possibility of redundant
quantiers.
(a) (ax) We want to prove    for any type . The proof goes by
induction on the structure of .
i. ( = ) This case is exactly the rule (var).
ii. ( = !  ) By inductive hypothesis,    and    . Then by
rule (f!) it holds that (!  )  (!  ).
iii. ( = 8: ) By cases of whether  contains an \!".
A. ( = ) By (?) it holds that 8:  8:.
B. ( = 8~:(L! R)) By the inductive hypothesis, L  L
and R  R. Thus, we have that:
L  L[;~ := ;~] and R[;~ := ;~]  R
Thus, by (f!) it holds that:
8:8~:(L! R)  8:8~:(L! R)
which is the desired result.
(b) (!) This is a special case of (f!).
(c) (8-left) We are given that [ := ]   and we wish to show that
8:   . By cases on whether  contains an \!":
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i. ( = ) By (?) it holds that 8:   .
ii. ( = 8~:(L! R)) We assume by -conversion that FTV() \
~ = ?. Thus, [ := ] = 8~:((L ! R)[ := ]). It is easy
to see that  contains an \!", so let  = 8~:(L ! R) where
~ 62 FTV(8~:((L!R)[ :=])). By Lemma 3.1, it must be the
case that:
L  8~:(L[;~ := ; ~]) and 8~:(R[;~ := ; ~])  R
for some ~ and ~ 62 FTV((L ! R)[ := ]). We assume by -
conversion that  62 ~. Thus, ~ 62 FTV(L! R). It is obvious
that ~ 62 FTV(8:). Thus, by rule (f!) it holds that:
8:8~:(L! R)  8~:(L! R)
which is the desired result.
(d) (8n-right) We are given that
  1 !   ! n! 
where  62 FTV(f; ~g) and we wish to show that
  1 !   ! n!8:
By cases on whether  contains an \!".
i. ( = ?) By (?) it holds that   1 !   ! n!8: .
ii. ( = 8~:(L! R)) By induction on n.
A. (n = 0) Let  = 8~:(L! R) where ~ 62 FTV(). It must be
the case that
L  8~:(L[~ := ~ ]) and 8~:(R[~ := ~ ])  R
for some ~ and ~ 62 FTV(L ! R). Thus, by (f!) we have
that 8~:(L! R)  8:8~:(L ! R) which is exactly  
8: , the desired result.
B. (n > 0) It must be the case that
1  8~:(L[~ := ~ ])
8~:(R[~ := ~ ])  2 !   ! n! 
for some ~ and ~ 62 FTV(L! R). By cases depending on
whether  2 FTV(8~:(R[~ := ~ ])).
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 Suppose it is the case that  2 FTV(8~:(R[~ := ~ ])).
Since  62 FTV(), it must be that  appears in one of
the ~. Observe that we have already shown (8-left) and
(80-right) to be admissible for \". By (8-left) it must be
that:
8:8~:(R[~ := ~ ])  2 !   ! n! 
By the induction hypothesis (for n   1) it must be true
that:
8:8~:(R[~ := ~ ])  2 !  ! n!8
By (80-right) it is the case that 1  8:8~:(L[~ := ~ ]).
By (f!) we have:
8~:(L! R)  1 !  ! n!8:
which is the desired result.
 Suppose that  62 FTV(8~:(R[~ := ~ ])). Then by induc-
tion hypothesis:
8~:(R[~ := ~ ])  2 !   ! n !8:
Then (f!) gives the desired result:
8~:(L! R)  1 !  ! n!8:

Now that we have proven that Mitchell's subtyping rules are equivalent to
the syntax-directed subtyping rules, we may use them interchangeably.
4 Reducing Semi-Unication to Subtyping
This section contains the reduction from semi-unication to Mitchell's subtyping
relationship, which proves the undecidability of the latter.
Theorem 4.1 SUP is reducible to Sub. Specically, given an arbitrary instance
of SUP:
  = f1 _1; 2 _2 g
we can construct a pair of types  and  such that    if and only if   has a
solution.
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Proof: Let ~ = FTV(f1; 2; 1; 2g). With no loss of generality, assume that
FTV(f1; 2g)  FTV(f1; 2g). Let  stand for  ! . Dene  and  as
follows:
 = 8:((! ((! !?)!?)! )!?)
 = 1 !?
1 = 8~:8~:( ((1 ! 2)!?)
! ( ( ((1 ! 1)!?)
! ((2 ! 2)!?)
!?)
!?)
! ((1 ! 2)!?))
We now prove that there is a solution for   if and only if   .
First, we prove that    is equivalent to the existence of several substitu-
tions that satisfy a set of four other subtypings. We do this by deconstructing
   using repeated applications of Lemma 3.1.
Since  contains an \!", one use of Lemma 3.1 shows that    if and
only if there exist a substitution T1 whose domain is fg and a set of variables
~1 drawn only from the fresh variables in FTV(RAN(T1)) such that:
1  8~1:T1(! (( ! !?)!?)! )(2)
?  ?
The astute reader will notice that ?  ? is always true. From now on, whenever
an application of Lemma 3.1 generates ?  ? as one of the two subtypings that
must be true, we will ignore it. Lemma 3.1 again tells us that subtyping (2)
holds if and only if there exist a substitution T2 whose domain is ~ [ ~ and a
set of variables ~2 drawn only from the fresh variables in FTV(RAN(T2)) such
that:
T1()  8~2:T2((1 ! 2)!?)(3)
and also:
8~2:T2( ( ( ((1 ! 1)!?)
! ((2 ! 2)!?)
!?)
!?)
! ((1 ! 2)!?))
(4)
 T1(((! !?)!?)! )
Lemma 3.1 gives the result that subtyping (4) holds if and only if there exist
a substitution T3 whose domain is ~2 and a set of variables ~3 drawn from the
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fresh variables in FTV(RAN(T3)) such that the following subtypings hold:
T1((! !?)!?)  8~3:T3(T2( ( ((1 !1)!?)




8~3:T3(T2((1 ! 2)!?))  T1()(6)
From (5) by Lemma 3.1 we get this equivalent subtyping:
T3(T2(((1 ! 1)!?)! ((2 ! 2)!?)!?))  T1(! !?)(7)
Lemma 3.1 gives us these subtypings that are equivalent to subtyping (7):
T1()  T3(T2((1 !1)!?))(8)
T3(T2(((2 ! 2)!?)!?)  T1(!?)(9)
From (9) by Lemma 3.1 we get this subtyping:
T1()  T3(T2((2 ! 2)!?))(10)
Thus, by repeated use of Lemma 3.1 we have learned that    if and only
if there exist three substitutions T1, T2, and T3 and three sets of variables ~1,
~2, and ~3 such that these subtypings are true:
T1()  8~2:T2((1 ! 2)!?)(3)
8~3:T3(T2((1! 2)!?))  T1()(6)
T1()  T3(T2((1 !1)!?))(8)
T1()  T3(T2((2 ! 2)!?))(10)
and these constraints are satised:
DOM(T1) = fg
DOM(T2) = ~ [ ~
~2 2 FTV(RAN(T2))   (~ [ ~)
DOM(T3) = ~2
~3 2 FTV(RAN(T3))   (FTV(RAN(T2))  ~2)
Now we show that these subtypings and constraints are satised if and only
if   has a solution. The two directions of the equivalence are proven separately.
1. Suppose   has a solution. In other words, there are open substitutions S,
S1, and S2 such that:
S1(S(1)) = S(1) and S2(S(2)) = S(2)
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T1() = 8~2:S((1 ! 2)!?)
T3() = 
0 (i.e. a renaming)
~3 = T3(~2)
Then the subtypings (3), (6), (8), and (10) become the following:
8~2:S((1 ! 2)!?)  8~2:S((1 ! 2)!?)(11)
8~3:T3(S((1 ! 2)!?))  8~2:S((1 ! 2)!?)(12)
8~2:S((1 ! 2)!?)  T3((S(1)! S1(S(2)))!?)(13)
8~2:S((1 ! 2)!?)  T3((S2(S(1))! S(2))!?)(14)
It is easy to check that (11), (12), (13), and (14) are true.
2. Suppose    is true. Then the subtypings (3), (6), (8), and (10) and
their associated constraints must be true.
By the (sub) rule, the following subtyping holds:
8~2:T2((1 ! 2)!?)  8~3:T3(T2((1 ! 2)!?))(15)
By (15), (3), and (6), the following bicoercibility holds:
T1()  8~2:T2((1 ! 2)!?)  8~3:T3(T2((1 ! 2)!?))(16)
Let T4 be the result of restricting the domain of T3 to FTV(T2(~). Thus,
it is the case that:
8~2:T2((1 ! 2)!?)  8~3:T4(T2((1 ! 2)!?))
If for some 2;i it were the case that T4(2;i) contained an \!", then
this would mean that two bicoercible types had dierent tree skeletons,
contradicting property 1 of Lemma 2.2, Thus, every member of RAN(T4)
is either ? or a type variable. Now observe that every free variable in
T2((1 ! 2)!?) occurs in at least one positive position and at least one
negative position. If for some 2;i it were the case that T4(2;i) = ?, then
there would be a negative occurrence of 2;i at  such that the quantier
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for  in 8~2:T2((1 ! 2)!?) was at a positive position (the root) but the
quantier for  in 8~3:T4(T2((1 ! 2)!?)) was at a negative position
(at ). This would contradict property 2 of Lemma 2.2. Thus, every
member of RAN(T4) is a type variable. If for i 6= j it were the case that
T4(2;i) = T4(2;j), then this would contradict property 3 of Lemma 2.2.
Thus, T4 is a renaming of type variables.
By (16), (8), and (10), the following subtypings must hold:
8~2:T2((1 ! 2)!?)  T3(T2((1 ! 1)!?))
8~2:T2((1 ! 2)!?)  T3(T2((2! 2)!?))
By Lemma 3.1, there must exist substitutions T5 and T6 with the appro-
priate domains and sets of variables ~5 and ~6 satisfying the appropriate
constraints such that these subtypings must then be true:
T3(T2(1 ! 1))  8~5:T5(T2(1 ! 2))
T3(T2(2 ! 2))  8~6:T6(T2(1 ! 2))
This is shorthand for these subtypings:
T3(T2((1 !1)! (1 ! 1)))  8~5:T5(T2((1 ! 2)! (1 ! 2)))
T3(T2((2 ! 2)! (2! 2)))  8~6:T6(T2((1 ! 2)! (1 ! 2)))
By Lemma 3.1, we now get four subtypings which can actually be written
as the following two bicoercibilities:
T5(T2(1! 2))  T3(T2(1 ! 1))
T6(T2(1! 2))  T3(T2(2! 2))
By Lemma 2.3, this is equivalent to these four bicoercibilities:
T5(T2(1))  T3(T2(1)) T5(T2(2))  T3(T2(1))
T6(T2(2))  T3(T2(2)) T6(T2(1))  T3(T2(2))
We will ignore the bicoercibilities in the right column. The left pair are
equivalent to these, with T4 used instead of T3:
T5(T2(1))  T4(T2(1))
T6(T2(2))  T4(T2(2))
Since T4 is a renaming of type variables, it is reasonable to consider its
inverse, T 14 . Clearly, the following equations must be true:
T 14 (T5(T2(1)))  T2(1)
T 14 (T6(T2(2)))  T2(2)
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At this point, the existence of a solution for   has almost been shown.
The only problem can be if T2, T5, and T6 mention quantiers in their
ranges. It is sucient to erase these quantiers to produce a solution for
 . Pick a type variable " such that " 62 DOM(T5)[DOM(T6)[RAN(T4).
Dene E to erase quantiers as follows:
E() = 
E(!  ) = E()!E( )
E(8:) = E([ := "])
It is the case that if    , then E() = E( ). (This is because  and
 can only dier in the positions of quantiers and the names of bound
variables.) Thus, it follows that:
E(T 14 (T5(T2(1)))) = E(T2(1))
E(T 14 (T6(T2(2)))) = E(T2(2))
Dene open substitutions S, S1, and S2 as follows:
S = T2 E
S1 = T5  T
 1
4 E
S2 = T6  T
 1
4 E
Thus, we know that:
S1(T2(1)) = S(1)
S2(T2(2)) = S(2)
It is easy to see that for any substitution T where " 62 DOM(T ) that





Theorem 4.2 Sub is undecidable, i.e. it is undecidable whether    for
arbitrary  and  .
Proof: By Theorem 4.1, SUP is reducible to Sub. SUP was proven to be
undecidable by Kfoury, Tiuryn, and Urzyczyn [KTU93]. 
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